Mayak film dosimeter response studies, part I: measurements.
The Mayak Worker Dosimetry study is a joint Russian/U.S. project to evaluate doses received by workers at the Mayak Production Association facilities from 1948-1972. A key investigation in this project is the characterization of responses of the three types of film dosimeters used to monitor workers during this time period. Experimental irradiations of the dosimeters were performed in the radiation calibration laboratories at the National Research Center for Environment and Health (GSF) in Munich, Germany. The irradiations used photon sources from x-ray beams with ten different energy distributions and with Co and Cs isotopic gamma sources. Irradiations were performed with the dosimeters on phantoms and free-in-air. The dosimeters and phantoms were also positioned at varying angles to the radiation beam. The result of the experiments was a thorough characterization of the dosimeter response as a function of photon energy and as a function of angle for energy and angular ranges that cover the conditions encountered in the Mayak workplaces. The characterization data were then available for use in developing correction factors, which could be applied to worker dosimeter readings to provide a more accurate assessment of worker dose and estimates of doses to organs.